Steady-state imaging
n What is steady-state imaging? In the context of MRI pulse sequences, the term 'steady state' typically refers to the equilibrium condition that evolves when magnetization experiences a train of radiofrequency (RF) pulses. If RF pulses occur at broadly spaced intervals (repetition time [TR] > T 1 ), the magnetization recovers fully between pulses due to relaxation, and the steady-state is identical to the fully relaxed magnetization, M 0 . However, in general, RF pulses are applied sufficiently rapidly that the magnetization does not recover fully between pulses (TR < T 1 ), and the magnetization eventually develops a steady-state condition that is distinct from M 0 . In this manuscript, we assume that both TR and flip angle (a) are constant throughout the pulse sequence.
For most MRI pulse sequences, TR is on the order of seconds, making it of similar magnitude to T 1 , but much longer than T 2 . In this case, at the end of the TR, the magnetization has decayed away completely in the transverse plane, but has not yet recovered fully along the longitudinal axis. The result is a 'longitudinal steady state', where the magnetization tipped away from the longitudinal axis by an RF pulse is exactly cancelled by recovery of magnetization along the longitudinal axis during the TR. Longitudinal steady states depend on the T 1 of tissue, but not T 2 .
However, 'steady-state sequences' commonly refer to a more specific case in which both T 1 and T 2 relaxation are interrupted by very rapid RF pulses (TR ≤ T 2 < T 1 ). In this situation, there is residual transverse magnetization at the end of the TR, which experiences the subsequent RF pulse. We would describe the result as a 'transa 'transverse steady state' (with the understanding that this necessarily implies steady state of the longitudinal component, as well). Again, we can determine the steady state by imposing the equilibrium condition that the effects of relaxation and precession of the magnetization during the TR must be exactly cancelled by the RF pulse.
The signal dynamics of steady-state sequences are considerably more complicated than conventional sequences, and depend on T 1 , T 2 and the phase (angle) between the magnetization and the axis of the RF pulse. In fact, it is the dependence of the steady state on phase that leads to the tremendous richness and flexibility of steady-state sequences, as well as many of the c omplications in dealing with these methods.
Steady-state sequences differ based on how the transverse magnetization is manipulated to influence contrast, and can be considered to fall into three categories: spoiled gradient echo, balanced steady-state free precession (SSFP) and unbalanced SSFP. Unfortunately, nomenclature is not standardized, and these sequences are also known by the names given in Table 1 . Timing diagrams for the sequences discussed here are depicted in Figure 1 .
Spoiled sequences
Spoiling aims to manipulate the residual magnetization that remains at the end of the TR such that it does not contribute signal in subsequent If this can be achieved, the signal will be a fairly pure T 1 contrast [1] , although the signal level will by definition be reduced compared with unspoiled sequences that do not attempt to remove the residual transverse signal. Spoiled sequences are typically used when the primary goal of using short TR is acquisition speed, rather than to exploit steady-state signal dynamics to achieve novel contrast.
n Gradient spoiling The easiest spoiling method to understand is gradient spoiling, in which a gradient pulse is used to create a range of phase angles across a voxel. This 'dephasing' effect causes the transverse magnetization to self-cancel (Figure 2a) . However, these gradients have not destroyed the transverse magnetization, but simply suppressed its signal. If the same spoiling gradient is used every TR, a fraction of the dephased magnetization will be rephased to form a signal echo in later TRs (in fact, the use of a fixed gradient would make this an 'unbalanced SSFP' sequence, described below). Proper gradient spoiling requires a randomized gradient each TR to avoid this rephasing. However, achieving a broad range of variable areas requires either very strong gradients or long TR, making this impractical under most circumstances. In addition, the quality of spoiling is spatially dependent, with no spoiling at the center of the gradients [2] . These limitations make RF s poiling the preferred technique.
n RF spoiling A more powerful technique for removing the signal contribution from residual transverse magnetization is RF spoiling. The basic idea is to tip the magnetization about a different axis in each TR [3] . The transverse magnetization that is excited in one TR will therefore have a phase angle that is offset relative to the magnetization that persists from prior excitations. If the tip axes are chosen appropriately, fresh signal from the most recent RF pulse will dominate, while residual transverse components will phase cancel (another form of dephasing [ Figure 2b] ). RF spoiling is often described as 'pseudo-randomizing' the phase of the RF pulse, but in fact random phase angles can lead to signal instability [4] . In practice, a quadratic schedule of phase angles has been shown to provide a stable signal [4] . In quadratic phase cycling, the phase for the nth RF pulse is given by f n =n(n+1)Df and constant increment, Df. The effectiveness of RF spoiling in creating pure T 1 contrast is critically dependent on the specific phase increment. Suppression of residual transverse magnetization makes the signal approximately independent of T 2 , resulting in a signal that is a relatively pure T 1 contrast. A helpful discussion of RF spoiling is given in [5] .
Steady-state free precession
Unlike spoiled sequences, SSFP techniques aim to make use of the residual transverse magnetization at the end of each TR period. These sequences have fixed dephasing gradients and constant (or, in some cases, linearly increasing) RF phase [6] . In order to be in the steady state, the magnetization vector must behave identically from one TR to the next. For this constraint to be satisfied, the RF pulse must exactly cancel all sources of motion that the magnetization vector experiences during the TR, thus placing the magnetization vector back where it started [3] . Sources of motion of the magnetization vector include relaxation (reorienting the vector relative to the transverse plane) and precession (rotating the vector about the longitudinal axis). The T 1 , T 2 , flip angle and phase angle (due to off-resonance or gradient-induced precession) exactly determine the magnetization vector that satisfies this steady-state condition. Unlike most sequences, in which magnetization dynamics are dominated by relaxation, precession is the dominant effect in SSFP. Balanced and unbalanced SSFP sequences differ in the source of this phase accrual, and in the way s ignal sums across a voxel. [7] . The only source of phase accrual during the TR is therefore due to off-resonance precession (e.g., precession due to field variations reflecting an imperfect shim). To be in the steady state, rotation due to precession must be cancelled by the RF tip, which causes the steady-state magnetization vectors for different resonance frequencies to differ (see examples in Figure 3) . The well-shimmed voxels in typical MRI experiments will be roughly characterized by a single resonance frequency. The intriguing result is that the voxel signal depends on its resonance frequency (Figure 4) , creating image contrast that reflects the local magnetic field in addition to T 1 and T 2 [8] . Although individual voxels are typically well shimmed, the frequency will slowly vary across the brain, creating lowsignal regions ('banding artefacts'), as depicted in Figure 5 . These bands are often considered artefacts in balanced SSFP imaging, but can also be used as a source of contrast, as described below. The SSFP signal profile shown in Figure 4 can be divided into two regions: the transition band, where signal is exquisitely sensitive to small changes in resonance frequency, and the pass band, where it is relatively insensitive to frequency. Since the frequency dependence of the signal is driven by the amount of precession-induced rotation between RF pulses, the distance between transition bands is dependent on the time between pulses, the TR. As the TR changes, the bands remain TR -1 Hz apart. The balanced SSFP signal does nevertheless depend on relaxation, and is often stated to have T 2 / T 1 contrast (provided imaging occurs in the passband with TR<<T 2 and at the optimal flip angle [9] ). In the brain, this ratio yields almost no contrast between gray and white matter. Neuroimaging with balanced SSFP therefore tends to either focus on alternative contrast mechanisms (e.g., diffusion or flow) or differential contrast to separate the effects of T 1 and T 2 (e.g., quantitation or functional MRI [fMRI]). Finally, there is also a fairly complicated dependence of the signal on flip angle (Figure 4 ), a full discussion of which is outside of the scope of this article.
n Unbalanced SSFP A second type of SSFP sequence includes an unbalanced gradient pulse [10] . At first glance, the unbalanced sequence in Figure 1C bears a strong resemblance to the gradient-spoiled sequence in Figure 1a . The crucial difference is that the gradient 'spoiler' in unbalanced SSFP does not vary from one TR to the next. The effects of the gradient pulse during one repetition period can be reversed to reform the signal in subsequent TRs (the details of this signal formation are nicely described in [11] ). In terms of signal dynamics, unbalanced SSFP is actually very closely related to balanced SSFP, since the magnetization steady state is determined by net precession during the TR. This phase is constant across a voxel in balanced SSFP, whereas in unbalanced SSFP, this phase angle varies within the voxel. The detected signal in unbalanced SSFP is the summation of the signal across the voxel (i.e., the average of the transverse magnetization shown in Figure 4) . The resulting images therefore do not exhibit banding. The final characteristic that affects unbalanced SSFP sequences is whether the gradient
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Balanced SSFP If the gradient occurs after the readout, magnetization that is freshly excited by the RF pulse, the free induction decay (FID), contributes signal, giving rise to one name for this sequence: SSFP-FID. If the gradient occurs before the readout, fresh magnetization is immediately dephased and does not contribute signal, such that all signal comes from 'echoes' formed over multiple TRs, and the sequence is an SSFP-Echo.
SSFP-FID SSFP-Echo

Properties of steady-state imaging
Steady-state sequences span a broad range of imaging strategies and signal mechanisms; however, there are a number of properties of steadystate sequences that differ from more 'conventional' sequences. In this section, we describe a few key properties common to steady-state sequences.
n Maintaining the steady state One key property of steady-state sequences, which is often invisible to the end user but nevertheless dictates many of the decisions and techniques employed, is the need to achieve and maintain the steady state. The steady state is only established after RF pulses are applied for a duration of approximately 3 × T 1 , during which time the signal can be highly unstable. Many techniques that form a part of the conventional MRI sequence toolkit are considerably more difficult to achieve while maintaining the steady state. For example, conventional methods for fat saturation, inversion recovery and flow sensitization would disturb the steady state, necessitating different approaches. One important discovery in steady-state imaging is the ability to 'catalyze' the steady state: to apply a series of RF pulses that places the magnetization close to its final steady state [12, 13] . Catalyzation reduces transient signal oscillations, thereby enabling acquisition to commence immediately rather than waiting for the steady state to develop [14] .
n 3D acquisition In order to maintain the transverse steady state, we must satisfy the condition that TR ≤ T 2 , which in general means TR < 50-100 ms. The use of 2D multislice excitations in this range of TR would require us to image slice-byslice, re-establishing the steady state for each slice in turn, sacrificing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) efficiency advantage. Therefore, steady-state sequences almost always utilize 3D, slab-selective k-space acquisitions, acquiring a small subset of 3D k-space each TR. These Ideally, this will cause the signal across the voxel to cancel; however, this well-organized pattern of phase can easily be reversed by subsequent gradients, causing the magnetization to rephase (align), creating a signal echo. (B) In RF spoiling, magnetization is excited with a varying phase angle (f n in the nth repetition time period). The residual magnetization from previous repetition periods will tend to phase cancel (above, the signals with phase f k , k < n). While RF spoiling can be thought of as 'pseudo-randomizing' the magnetization phase, in practice quadratic schemes are used because they provide a stable signal, unlike purely random phase. Although the gradient scheme in (A) may initially appear to be more robust by exactly canceling transverse signal, in practice RF spoiling (B) is much more powerful. RF: Radiofrequency.
future science group Steady-state MRI: methods for neuroimaging REVIEW acquisitions are highly SNR efficient and tend to have low image distortion. However, they are also sensitive to certain sources of artefact, such as motion and flow, and preclude some options such as interslice gaps. Several groups have proposed flow-and motion-compensation schemes for cardiac imaging (e.g., [15, 16] ), but these methods remain largely unexplored in the brain.
n Low flip angle Conventional sequences with long TR often use 90° excitation pulses to maximize signal. However, for short TR, signal can actually increase at lower flip angle (with the optimum often referred to as the 'Ernst angle'). This is particularly true for the range of TR used in steady-state sequences, where the maximum signal is often achieved with flip angles of 30-40°. In addition, many of the steady-state techniques described below (e.g., fMRI and diffusion imaging) achieve optimal contrast (as distinct from optimal signal) at much lower flip angles of 5-30°. One consequence of this is that steady-state methods often have low RF energy deposition, even though RF pulses may be applied rapidly. However, the use of TR on the order of 2-5 ms does mean that flip angles as low as 60° can be constrained by energy de position, even at 3T.
n High SNR efficiency The key property defining steady-state sequences is the use of very short TR, and these sequences are often described as 'rapid imaging'. In practice, steady-state sequences do not necessarily it rotates about the z-axis due to precession and undergoes relaxation. To be in the steady state, the movement of the magnetization during the TR must be cancelled by the radiofrequency pulse (here, about the x axis), which will rotate it back to its starting position. For magnetization that does not precess during the TR (A & D), the radiofrequency pulse cancels relaxation only, and the steady state lies in the y-z plane. Magnetization that precesses by a significant amount will have very different behavior (B, C, E & F), with the transverse component sweeping across the x-axis during the TR. These simulations used approximate values for brain tissue at 3T (T 1 /T 2 =1300/100 ms) and a fairly long TR (20 ms) in order to better demonstrate the effects of relaxation. Note that each precession angle is shown here at its optimal flip angle, and all three have very similar signal levels; however, in an image acquired with on particular flip angle, these precession angles will exhibit very different signal levels (see . This property arises due to the similar timescale of the TR and typical k-space readouts: milli seconds to tens of milliseconds. Most steady-state sequences therefore allow the majority of the TR to be dedicated to acquiring data. This allows steadystate sequences to overcome the very low intrinsic signal levels caused by short TR. Although the baseline signal that is acquired can be as low as 5-15% of M 0 , the efficiency of the readout (occupying 60-90% of the TR) will often more than make up for this in the final SNR of the image. The SNR efficiency of spoiled steadystate sequences is considerably lower, despite similar TRs. These sequences do not reuse the transverse magnetization over multiple TR periods and therefore have drastically reduced baseline signal (up to five-times less signal than SSFP sequences).
n Complicated signal dependence One of the biggest challenges with steady-state sequences is that increased efficiency comes at the cost of a more complicated signal. As mentioned above, the signal in steady-state sequences is in general sensitive to T 1 , T 2 and phase accrual. With the proper tools for understanding this behavior, this complexity can lead to a fascinating degree of flexibility and interesting signal behavior. However, this complicated dependence is also a critical confound to unambiguously interpreting the signal in steady-state images.
As will be seen below, a common theme in quantification with steady-state sequences is the difficulty in designing methods that are able to isolate one parameter of interest (e.g., relaxation and magnetization transfer) while controlling for other signal dependences.
Neuroimaging applications of steady-state sequences
The broad range of contrast mechanisms, quantification techniques and imaging strategies that have been proposed using steady-state sequences is far too extensive to be treated exhaustively here. Below, we focus on the techniques (and literature) that are most relevant to brain imaging, and those that rely critically on the unique strengths of steady-state imaging. The examples discussed below are chosen to highlight the common themes of contrast mechanisms, as well as the shortcomings and confounds that underpin steady-state neuroimaging. However, this is not intended as a comprehensive literature review, and many r elevant references have of necessity been omitted.
Quantitative measures: T 1 , T 2 & MT
There are several MR properties of tissue that would be useful to quantify in the brain, with the most prominent being T 1 , T 2 and magnetization transfer (MT). These properties have been linked to aspects of brain tissue microstructure, such as myelin content [18] [19] [20] . These quantities have also been shown to alter under neuropathological conditions. Steady-state sequences are compelling for quantifying these properties, since most conventional quantitative techniques tend to be time-consuming and the steady-state alternatives are considerably faster. However, future science group Steady-state MRI: methods for neuroimaging REVIEW the sensitivity of steady-state techniques to such a broad range of tissue properties can make q uantification difficult.
n T 1 mapping Steady-state imaging methods have great potential to achieve rapid T 1 mapping in the brain. The most widespread method involves acquiring multiple spoiled-GRE images at varying flip angle, which alters the amount of T 1 weighting, enabling T 1 to be fit in each voxel [21] . This method is known by several names, including variable flip (nutation) angle [22] , limited flip angle [23] and DESPOT [24] . At high field strengths (3T and above), RF inhomogeneities cause the achieved flip angle to vary across the brain. Several groups have proposed the acquisition of additional scans to estimate flip angle maps for use in T 1 fitting [25] [26] [27] . Another possibility is to acquire steady-state images following an inversion preparation using a spoiled [28] or balanced SSFP [29] readout. Since these readouts continually excite the magnetization recovery, fresh magnetization is mixed in and must be accounted for.
n MT mapping In MT imaging, off-resonance saturation pulses are typically used to saturate protons that are bound to macromolecules, such as those found in myelin [30, 31] . While the vast majority of MT imaging is nonquantitative (mapping the MT ratio), several groups have suggested quantitative techniques using MT-prepared, spoiled-GRE sequences to estimate the size of this pool and the rate of exchange between water and macromolecular protons [32] [33] [34] . These methods rely on combining T 1 mapping with multiple MT measurements and a two-pool model [35] ; however, they are time-consuming and RF intensive. Alternatively, SSFP can shorten the acquisition time by taking advantage of the intrinsic on-resonance MT effects of excitation pulses, eliminating the need for long MT preparations [36] . Balanced [37] and unbalanced [38] SSFP sequences have been used to provide rapid 3D maps of MT parameters.
n T 2 mapping Several groups have proposed methods for quantifying T 2 using balanced SSFP methods. Since the signal depends on both T 1 and T 2 , these methods also require an estimate of T 1 . One method, DESPOT1/2, extends the variable flip angle approach to acquire both spoiled-GRE and balanced SSFP images at several flip angles to estimate T 1 and T 2 [39] . The inversion-recovery balanced SSFP method for T 1 mapping has also been extended to map T 1 and T 2 values [40] . One important issue for quantification methods based on balanced SSFP is the presence of banding artefacts. This can be addressed by combining multiple images with the bands shifted, which can be accomplished trivially through alterations of the RF phase [41] . The resonance frequency can then be accounted for as an additional parameter in the fitting [42] . However, as discussed below, care must also be taken to account for variable flip angle, exchange and MT effects for accurate quantification. The sensitivity of steady-state sequences to a broad range of tissue properties is a pervasive theme in steady-state imaging, which poses considerable challenges to quantification. For example, the sensitivity of steady-state sequences to MT is an important confound for variable flip-angle acquisitions, since the sensitivity to MT will also in general vary with flip angle [43] . Similarly, water diffusion [44] and exchange [45, 46] during balanced SSFP sequences causes the apparent T 2 to vary with TR. Systematic variations, including B0 [42] , flip angle [25] [26] [27] and finite RF pulses [46, 47] , also must be taken into account. These issues directly impact the biological interpretation of tissue parameters, such as myelin q uantification using two-pool models [46] .
Functional MRI
Functional MRI detects metabolic changes associated with brain activity based on the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) effect, in which the blood experiences a frequency shift when hemoglobin is stripped of oxygen [48, 49] . This frequency shift leads to a more complicated pattern of frequency broadening in the extravascular tissue, which is typically detected as a change in the T 2 or T 2 * relaxation of tissue. Conventional fMRI suffers from signal dropout (or 'black holes'), image distortion and poor resolution. Several groups have proposed methods for addressing these shortcomings using SSFP sequences with a range of contrast mechanisms. The first method proposed for fMRI using SSFP attempts to detect the BOLD frequency shift directly based on the frequency sensitivity of balanced SSFP [50, 51] . This frequency shift during brain activity causes the voxel to shift along the SSFP profile in Figure 4 . Provided the voxel lies in the region of greatest sensitivity to frequency (0 Hz in Figure 4) , the signal magnitude will change. This method is often referred to as transition-band SSFP f MRI, since it requires the voxel to lie in the transition band. Several groups subsequently reported signal changes even for voxels in the relatively flat passband of the SSFP profile [52] [53] [54] , where frequency shift should not alter signal magnitude. These signal changes have been shown to reflect T 2 BOLD changes, as observed previously in blood samples [55] . While passband SSFP signal changes can be observed even at short echo time (TE; 3-6 ms), increased signal changes at long TE likely reflect broadening of the range of frequencies in a voxel, the source of the T 2 * BOLD effect [56] . fMRI signal can also be obtained with unbalanced SSFP sequences, including both SSFP-FID [53] and SSFP-Echo [57] acquisitions. This relatively complicated picture of signal changes due to frequency shift, frequency broadening and T 2 changes can be understood with a more realistic picture of SSFP signal that takes into account the full distribution of frequencies within a voxel (instead of assuming a single voxel frequency) [58, 59] . This picture is consistent with the full range of SSFP signal formation mechanisms. A final technique for detecting neuronal currents directly with SSFP is, unfortunately, outside the scope of this article [60] .
The primary attraction of these techniques is their potential to decouple the source of fMRI contrast from image distortion and signal dropout. This has enabled groups to demonstrate fMRI with high resolution [54, 61] and near susceptibility boundaries [62, 63] . In addition, SSFP has the advantage at high field of enabling T 2 contrast with low RF power deposition [57] . However, these methods also have several important shortcomings. With balanced SSFP, it is difficult to achieve whole-brain contrast in one scan due to imperfect shim, leading to variable contrast across the brain due to banding artifacts. Although it is possible to combine data from multiple scans [51] , the use of multiple scans incurs a major increase in scan time. Although passband and unbalanced SSFP are less sensitive to banding, these techniques are also less sensitive to the BOLD effect of interest [58] . SSFP methods are also highly sensitive to physiological fluctuations, which cannot easily be addressed in postprocessing. Several groups have proposed to reduce this sensitivity with real-time corrections based on physiological monitoring [64] [65] [66] .
Susceptibility-weighted contrast
Magnetic susceptibility is the tendency of a given material (or tissue) to become magnetized in an external magnetic field. A number of techniques take advantage of the fact that materials with shifted magnetic susceptibility cause alterations in frequency that can be detected in the MRI signal, such as the BOLD effect due to the susceptibility shift of deoxyhemoglobin. Where fMRI uses the BOLD effect to detect dynamic changes from blood vessels that are much smaller than a voxel, susceptibility-weighted imaging acquires high-resolution images to resolve veins as focal regions of low signal [67] . More recently, several groups have reported susceptibility contrast in white and gray matter [68] [69] [70] that appears to relate to other susceptibility-shifted tissue future science group Steady-state MRI: methods for neuroimaging REVIEW constituents, such as iron and myelin [71, 72] . It is important to note that these techniques all detect susceptibility shifts relative to an explicit or implicit reference, and cannot directly c alculate the total susceptibility.
Several methods for detecting susceptibility effects with SSFP have been proposed. These methods are inspired in part by SSFP fMRI methods relating signal magnitude [50] and phase [51] to frequency shifts, as well as more complicated features of the frequency distribution [50, 58] . Signal magnitude changes have been used to detect frequency shifts caused by injected susceptibility agents [73] and cells labeled with susceptibility-shifted particles [74] [75] [76] . Based on observations of amplified phase changes in fMRI using SSFP [77] , another group has demonstrated strong phase changes for endogenous susceptibility contrast [78] . Preliminary results combining multiple unbalanced echoes (SSFP-FID, SSFP-Echo and a third signal pathway) have shown excellent conspicuity of deep brain nuclei [79] . Finally, our group has demonstrated alterations in the balanced SSFP profile (Figure 4) that are believed to be driven by magnetic susceptibility [80] . These effects are particularly prominent in white matter [81] , and have a striking similarity to contrast observed in more conventional susceptibility imaging at high field [82] . Understanding the source of this contrast is currently a topic of intense focus, and the role that steady-state techniques may have to play is far from clear.
Diffusion imaging
Diffusion imaging tracks the movement of water molecules in the presence of tissue microstructure, which hinders and restricts the natural tendency of water to diffuse freely in all directions. Diffusion can be detected with MRI by applying strong gradients to encode and then decode spatial positions at a very fine scale, typically using a spin-echo sequence [83] . This enables detection of pathological microstructure and the tracking of white matter fibers. However, the singleshot acquisitions employed to 'freeze' subject motion [84] incur significant image distortion and limit spatial resolution. Spin-echo sequences also couple the amount of diffusion weighting to echo time, introducing a problematic trade-off between contrast and SNR. Several steady-state imaging techniques have been proposed to deal with these issues.
One of the first methods proposed for diffusion-weighted imaging was a relatively straightforward extension of unbalanced SSFP imaging, in which the dephasing gradient is particularly strong and serves to impart diffusion weighting [85, 86] . This single diffusion gradient occurs after excitation and before data acquisition (i.e., a SSFP-Echo sequence). The diffusion-weighted signal is fundamentally linked to the steady-state nature of the sequence: the encoding and decoding pairs of diffusion gradients are implicitly formed over multiple TRs, and magnetization that persists over multiple TRs becomes diffusion weighted [87] . This creates the potential for acquiring data with strong diffusion weighting at short echo time. Like most steady-state imaging methods, this sequence bears a complicated signal dependence on T 1 , T 2 and flip angle, in addition to the diffusion coefficient [87, 88] . The crucial problem with this method, however, is its extreme sensitivity to motion [89] . Several groups have proposed methods for reducing [90] or removing [91] [92] [93] the effects of motion, but to date this problem remains largely unsolved.
A second category of steady-state imaging methods combines the use of a steady-state readout train with a more standard (spin echo) diffusion-weighting preparation [94] . The key benefit compared with conventional diffusion imaging is that multiple readouts can be acquired for each diffusion-weighting period. However, the measured signal becomes contaminated with nondiffusion-weighted signals excited by the RF train. Various methods have been proposed to address the sensitivity of these methods to motion [95, 96] and eddy c urrents [97] .
For a more comprehensive review on steadystate diffusion imaging, see [98] .
Angiography & flow imaging
The ability to visualize the anatomy and function of blood vessels is of considerable importance in cerebrovascular disease, and steadystate sequences are an attractive option for imaging flowing blood. First, fresh blood moving into the imaging region has not experienced previous RF pulses and therefore has relatively high signal intensity compared with static tissue (the 'inflow' effect). This is the basis of the commonly used time-of-flight technique [99] , often implemented with a spoiled-GRE readout. Second, in balanced SSFP, the large T 2 / T 1 ratio of blood yields high signal relative to most other tissues, especially at higher flip angles [100] . Third, good SNR efficiency and rapid k-space coverage allow the acquisition of high-resolution images within reasonable scan times. The conspicuity of blood vessels can be enhanced through an appropriate preparation. The injection of a contrast agent dramatically reduces the T 1 of blood, giving high signal intensities in spoiled GRE [101] and to a greater extent in balanced SSFP [9] . Noninvasive labeling methods have also been suggested, either by combining steady-state readouts with inversion preparations [102, 103] , or by incorporating flow contrast into the steady state [104] . Steady-state sequences lend themselves to dynamic readout strategies to obtain information regarding vessel function in addition to the morphology [101, 105] . Novel methods for phase contrast imaging, in which additional gradients are used to encode blood velocity information in the phase images, have also been developed using steady-state t echniques [106] [107] [108] .
However, there are a number of difficulties associated with these methods. The movement of blood during the application of gradients causes additional phase accrual that can lead to artefacts such as signal dropout (although, of course, phase-contrast techniques rely on this mechanism for contrast). Balanced SSFP suffers from further complications: out-of-slice effects may be significant in 2D imaging [109] and careful ordering of phase-encoded lines or even full flow compensation may sometimes be necessary [15] . When imaging commences soon after a preparation scheme, transient oscillations can lead to significant artefacts unless an appropriate catalyzation method is used, as mentioned previously. With care to avoid these problems, several groups have produced excellent a ngiographic images using b alanced SSFP [103, 105] .
Steady-state imaging methods have also been applied to a number of related areas, such as the mapping of cerebral blood flow at the tissue level (where balanced SSFP offers reduced distortion compared with conventional echo-planar imaging methods [110] ) and the a ssessment of CSF flow [108] .
Future perspective
Steady-state imaging may play a major role in the future of neuroimaging as MRI hardware continues to evolve in ways that support the demands of fast imaging and the ability to further accelerate acquisition. The primary challenges for these techniques lie in reducing the sensitivity to physiological instabilities and providing robust quantification in the face of complicated signal dependences. 
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Executive summary
Steady-state imaging is characterized by rapidly applied RF pulses that prevent the magnetization from fully recovering to the longitudinal axis between pulses, and result in a steady state of both longitudinal and transverse magnetization. Steady-state sequences can be divided into spoiled, balanced and unbalanced sequence categories. Steady-state imaging creates complicated signal dynamics with dependence on many tissue parameters, including relaxation (T 1 and T 2 ), diffusion, magnetization transfer and resonance frequency. Techniques proposed for neuroimaging applications include: quantitative parameter mapping, functional MRI, diffusion-weighted imaging, susceptibility-weighted imaging and flow/angiography. 
